
The market challenge

Demands on private credit teams are at an all-time high. Saddled with obsolete 

technology, analysts are faced with monitoring multiple portfolio company data 

rooms, downloading PDFs and manually inputting data into their credit models. 

Inevitably, human error impacts data accuracy leading to an impaired view  

of credit risk and quality.

• Empower your credit teams by normalising 
borrower financial statements into a common 
chart of accounts across your portfolio.

•  A common platform enables deal teams to 
collaborate across the portfolio for smarter, 
more comprehensive analysis and a better 
understanding of holdings.  

• Our managed services team harmonise key 
historical data and new data from multiple internal 
and external sources to give you structured data 
with easy access

• Data accuracy above 99.9% brings a new level  
of certainty to assessing trends and issues for  
deeper insight

• Increases accountability by providing analysts  
with full data traceability and access to the 
underlying source documents for raw data values.

• Ingests corporate debt and financial statements from 
Balance Sheets to Debt Breakdown and Covenant 
Compliance Certificates.

• Extracts data and delivers data at speed through 
a fully streamlined process that leverages machine 
learning, automation, and domain expertise 

• Trace data backwards from our standardised chart  
of accounts into the management account view  
and ultimately back to source documents.

• Leverage robust, high-performance data and 
computing technology to find unique data insights 

• Intuitively generates engaging charts, dashboards, 
and snapshots of your portfolios for faster, simpler 
analysis.

CreditVision is an integrated SaaS and managed data service 
that streamlines operations and reduces complexity throughout 
the credit cycle to deliver accurate, structured and traceable 
data. By consolidating asset data into a single platform, it 
provides your credit teams with intuitive visualisation and 
analysis, giving you deep insights into asset level performance 
for greater confidence.

Streamline operations and 
analysis across the credit cycle

Clearer, more accessible credit data

requestademo@alterdomus.com

Request a demo - find out more about how Alter Domus 
CreditVision can help your business

Combines seamlessly with Alter Domus Digitize Corporate 
Financials and DealFact

Digitize Corporate Financials DealFact

CreditVision


